1. Academic Vocabulary Games from the Tennessee Department of Education
http://jc-schools.net/tutorials/vocab/index.html
2009 Updated Academic Vocabulary is an initiative of Tennessee's Department
of Education. The goal of this project is to provide teachers a list of common
terms or phrases aimed at improving vocabulary development of students in
Tennessee. Although there is no single best way to teach terms and phrases,
Dr. Marzano's research and theory on vocabulary development does point to a
few generalizations that provide strong guidance. This site is dedicated to the
sixth step in that process by providing a collection of games and activities
designed to review and strengthen vocabulary development.
2. Games and Activities that Build Academic Vocabulary PowerPoint for
teachers
www.sedl.org/afterschool/downloads/vocab_games_pp.pdf
Informational PowerPoint for teachers of academic vocabulary
3. Word Game Boards
http://jc-schools.net/tutorials/vocab/wordgames-vocab.html
Use these game boards and the game cards to provide students with an
opportunity to practice and review new vocabulary. The games are available in
.pdf or Microsoft Word format. The games in Word format may be formatted to
suit your needs. The game board can be printed on standard size paper or on
card stock. The PowerPoint Template for the basic game board and the 2-fold
game board template are available.
4. The Longman Vocabulary Website
http://wps.ablongman.com/long_licklider_vocabulary_2/0,6658,418005,00.html
Most academic disciplines have their own language—a set of specialized words
and phrases that have very specific meanings within the field. For example, in
Literature courses you will probably encounter words such as similes,
metaphors, denouement. In biology, however, you will most likely learn about
herbivores, carnivores, and omnivores.
Knowing the meanings of these course-specific words will help you more fully
comprehend the material that you are learning and will be tested on. These
academic vocabulary exercises will introduce you to some of the key terms
used in college courses. You will also find these words helpful in everyday life
and in the workplace.
5. Step 6 Academic Vocabulary Ideas
http://academicvocabulary.pbworks.com/Step+6
Step 6. Periodically involve the students in games that allow them to play with
the term(s). Scroll down through the four sections below: Flashcards – online
tools for making flashcards,Make Your Own Vocabulary Review Activities,
Vocabulary Online Games, and Vocabulary Resources - by subject or grade

level to locate resources to help with step 6
6. Visual Thesaurus
http://www.visualthesaurus.com/
The Visual Thesaurus is an interactive dictionary and thesaurus that allows
you to discover the connections between words in a visually captivating
display. With a subscription you will also get access to the Spelling Bee,
VocabGrabber, and Online Magazine – 14-day free trial.
7. Online Etymological Dictionary
http://www.etymonline.com/
A free and open resource for reliable information on word roots.
8. Vocabulary Development and Concept Graphic Organizers
http://www.educationoasis.com/curriculum/GO/vocab_dev.htm
The vocabulary graphic organizers are PDF files.
9. 15 Algebra Vocabulary Terms
http://www.quia.com/jg/1312.html
With links to 4 games and the ability to create your own activities
10. Science Vocabulary Hangman
http://education.jlab.org/vocabhangman/index.html
The computer will randomly pick a term used in science. Discover the word the
computer has picked by guessing which letters are in it. Each incorrect guess
you make causes the atom man to decay. Solve the puzzle before the atom man
completely decays! Attention Teachers!! Add your own vocabulary words for
your class to use!
11. Vocabulary Test Activities & Word Lists
http://www.syvum.com/squizzes/vocabulary/
This free online interactive material includes vocabulary test activities and
word lists to help you build your word power. They will specially help students
hone their verbal skills for test preparation to maximize their scores in the
GMAT, GRE, SAT, and other similar tests. A set of words is randomly selected
from a carefully prepared word list on a theme (history, science or people) or
part of speech (nouns, verbs or adjectives) for each test activity. After scoring,
you should click the "Try another set" button to get a new set of words from the
same word list.
11. English Test Activities & Word Lists
http://www.syvum.com/squizzes/english/
11. Math Problems and Quiz Games
http://www.syvum.com/squizzes/math/

11. School Science: Environmental Science Education Quiz Activities & Games
http://www.syvum.com/squizzes/science/
11. History Quiz Games and Test Worksheets – vocabulary links
http://www.syvum.com/squizzes/history/
12. PlayKidsGames.com
http://www.playkidsgames.com/games/membergames/stingray/stingray.php
?d=53
Free online games for the younger grades
13. Study Vocabulary and Create Flashcards
http://quizlet.com/
Make your own flashcards for academic vocabulary (and every other subject,
too)
14. MakeBeliefComix
http://www.makebeliefscomix.com/
Create online comic strips to explain and illustrate your vocabulary terms and
in other languages, too!
15. The Problem Site
http://www.theproblemsite.com/games.asp
Free Online Educational games

CONCENTRATION
Using sets of vocabulary flash cards created for practice and review, two
students pair up and select any number* of term cards and the
matching definition cards. Students shuffle the cards together and
distribute the cards face down into
rows and columns to create a grid.
Partners take turns turning over a
card and attempting to find the
matching word or definition.
The winner is the partner with the
most matched sets.
As a variation, partners cooperate to move quickly through the
matching exercise, and the partnership that finishes first is declared the
classroom winner.

*Easy differentiation – vary the number of terms in a grid based on
word study ability.
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Behind My Back
Preparation: Vocabulary flash cards
students – word on one side, definition
set would allow some students to have
while others have only the definition.

created by teacher or
on the other. A duplicate
the word on their backs,

Using vocabulary flash cards created for practice and review, the teacher places a different vocabulary
term or word on the back of each student. Students circulate around the room asking their peers YES
or NO questions to help them "guess" the word on their back.
Questions could include –
Is my word a noun? A verb?
Would my word be at the front of an alphabetical list? At the end? Does it start with A?
Does my word have smaller parts? Suffixes? Prefixes?
Is my word an academic term? Would I use this word in science? Art?
After sufficient time – 5 – 8 minutes, students return to their desks, remain standing, and announce
the word they think is on their back. A correct answer earns a point. If a correct definition is also
provided, a bonus point is awarded. S/he sits down. Play moves around the room; correct answers
receive points and allow the student to sit. Any student unable to accurately guess his/her word
remains standing.
1

Sitters provide a standing student with the definition for his/her word. If the standing student is able
to correctly guess, the sitter who provided the definition earns an extra point; the standee receives no
points, but s/he may finally sit down. “Winners” track their own points. Prizes awarded when point
totals hit a predetermined number.
The students left standing need to remove the word from their backs, and for an exit slip out of the
room, record the word with an accurate definition and submit the slip to the teacher.

Easy differentiation – predetermine which words are affixed to which students. More difficult
to determine vocabulary words can be assigned to students who have stronger word study skills.
Challenge – use the definitions’ side of the card. Students must provide the correct vocabulary
word/term.
Challenge – require students to state not only the definition (or word) but also the part of
speech. Or a synonym. Or an antonym.

Sample Word List

ambidextrous

companionship

excite
2

superintendent

ambivalent
archbishop
archenemy
benefactor
beneficial
biography
biology
bicycle

contemporary
cyclone
deduct
deform
depend
divide
divorce
excel

forewarned
foreword
introduction
parameter
paranormal
relationship
scrupulous
superficial

3

symmetry
system
temporal
ultrasonic
ultraviolet
validity
valor
various

Warm-Up Activity

Free Association

 Participants will be provided a target term.
 Each member of your table group will take
turns saying any word that comes to mind
related to the target term.
 When the facilitator tells you to stop, the last
person to say a word will explain how that
word is related to the target.
(R. Marzano, 2005 as cited by McREL, 2006)

Measurement
Habitat
Fairy tale
Cultural tradition
Government
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Vocabulary Scattergories

This isn’t your typical Scattergories because you’re using your vocabulary words to play! So the Rules
Are These:
• Your answers all must start with the “letter of the round”
• At least 6 of your answers should have the vocabulary word start with the “letter of the round”
• You must use a vocabulary word in each blank.
• You can use a single word or a phrase no longer than 4 words long.
• More than one person can have the same answer, but it already has to be written down when the
timer stops (you cannot fill in missing answers when you hear a good one during the review portion).
Example Sheet Letter picked “R”
1. A frustrated person might: ravage their rooms
2. A bed can be described as: resting place for the weary
3. A camera can: reside around one’s neck
4. Baby equipment can: require bountiful space
5. ...…

Scattergories Practice Round

Scattergories List 1

Letter of the round:

Letter of the round:

1. In the winter it can be:

1. An unhappy person is _____________

2. Technology can be:
3. Movies are:
4. An oven is:

2. A kitchen can be _____________
3. Describe food:
4. A celebrity can be:
5. Describe your favorite book’s main
character__________
6. A kind phrase to say to someone_____________
7. Someone who is a rebel is _____________
8. Someone who always follows the rules is
_____________
9. A skyscraper can be described as _____________
10. School is _____________
11. Someone who is nice is ____________
12. Summer vacation is ___________
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Scattergories List 2
Letter of the round:
1. Birds can be _____________
2. Water is _____________
3. If something is cold it is _____________
4. A fruit is _____________
5. An red object might be _____________
6. Music sounds _____________
7. Holidays are _____________
8. A round object could be _____________
9. Clothing can be _____________
10. America is _____________
11. A cartoon character could be_____________
12. Items that are hot are _____________

Scattergories List 4

Scattergories List 3
Letter of the round:
1. Gifts can be _____________
2. Cities are _____________
3. If you are late you might _____________
4. Being in rural/country area can be
_____________
5. The living room is _____________
6. When playing sports, one might
_____________
7. An antagonist in a story might be
_____________
8. Trees are _____________
9. Lunch is _____________
10. When you run you might _____________
11. When you are hungry you might
_____________
12. A plant is _____________

Scattergories List 5

Letter of the round:

Letter of the round:

1. Acting childish _____________

1. To be old is to _____________

2. What kings do _____________

2. To be young is to _____________

3. A servant is _____________

3. To be is silly is to _____________

4. A noise can be _____________

4. To be serious is to _____________

5. To leave is to _____________

5. To be angry is to _____________

6. If one moves slowly s/he is _____________

6. To be excited is to _____________

7. If one moves quickly s/he is _____________

7. A fairy tale character is _____________

8. A metaphor can be _____________

8. An author is _____________

9. When one has a great deal they have
_____________

9. Desserts are _____________

10. To be calm is to be _____________
11. To wound someone is to _____________
12. To heal someone is to _____________

10. Singers can be _____________
11. Newspapers are_____________
12. Being in the car is _____________
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Scattergories List 6
Super English Round!

Letter of the round:

Scattergories Create Your Own List
Letter of the round:

1. When you personify something you
_____________
2. A hyperbole does this _____________
3. Imagery does this _____________
4. An example of a simile is _____________
5. When someone has hubris they are
_____________
6. Create an example of alliteration
_____________
7. When an author uses foreshadowing they
_____________
8. A literary foil is someone who _____________
9. Write a vocabulary pun _____________
10. A resolution does this _____________
11. A symbol can do this to readers
_____________
12. Provide an example of an understatement
_____________

Scattergories Create Your Own List
Letter of the round:

Scattergories Create Your Own List
Letter of the round:
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Cut out each letter individually and place in a hat/bowl/cup so that you can draw
a letter out for each round of Vocabulary Scattergories. You can check the index
of your vocabulary book, and, if there are any letters that do not often get used
for vocabulary words (like Q, X or Z), feel free to discard letters and possibly
substitute them with a repeat of a commonly used letter.

A
F
K
P
U
Z

B
G
L
Q
V

C
H
M
R
W

D
I
N
S
X

E
J
O
T
Y

G

raphic

V

ocabulary

Using images found online, “illustrate” the vocabulary terms for the
unit, the week, or academic vocabulary study.
Showing the image and asking for the matching term could be used
as a whole group vocabulary introduction or review activity.
Additional practice could be completed as station work with a single
computer or in a classroom computer lab; students waiting for
classmates to finish computer projects or word processing work could review and practice their
knowledge of the words. Students would be expected to match the term to illustration and write the
words in sequence.
The sequence could always be changed to refresh the practice.
VARIATIONS
The preliminary work of locating graphics and images to complement newly introduced vocabulary
could be assigned to students – a few terms to individuals or all terms to partnerships. The process of
searching for images builds background knowledge as students view and make decisions about relevant
matches.
Easy differentiation: Select fewer terms that reflect the most critical to the unit vocabulary

1

(EXPOSITORY)

2

(FRAUDULENT)

3

(GAUDY)

4
(IMPARTIAL)

WHAT’S UP
DUDE!
THAT TURN
WAS OUT OF
THIS
WORLD!

(VERNACULAR)

5

WHERE IS
THE
DISCOVERY
OF
JUPITER?

6
(ANACHRONISM)

Come on, Fred! I
told you that your
hat HAD to go! Do
you see – no ladies
are even talking to
us anymore!

(DIALOG or DIALOGUE)

7

8

(ELLIPSE)

O
R

(EXPONENT)

9

OR

(FALLACY)

10

11

(PROTAGONIST)

12

(ALLITERATION)

13
(BAMBOOZLE)

14

(LAUD)

15
(REPOSE)

+
(BEHOOVE)
7

16
17

Puppy : Dog

?
______ : Cat

(ANALOGY)

(EXPATRIATE)

the lines
reading
the lines
(INFERENCE)

Hink Pinks
Hink Pinks are one syllable words that rhyme, Hinky Pinkies are two
syllable words, and Hinkety Pinketies are three syllable words.
There is a wealth of online resources to help you find Hink Pinks to
play with your class, but it’s even more fun to create your own.
Preparation: None needed
1. Students may work alone or with a partner.
2. It’s easiest to think of the two words that will be the answer, then work backwards to
create the clue.
3. The answers are usually fairly common words. The more interesting vocabulary work is
to think of synonyms for those words. A challenge would be to give students contentarea words to include in their clues or answers.
4. Share with the class.
Answers to Hink Pinks (PowerPoint)
50% Giggle – Half Laugh
Totally Cool Father – Rad Dad or “Bad” Dad
Camping Fee – Tent Rent
Cloudy 24 Hours – Gray Day
Large Branch – Big Twig or Thick Stick
Huge Hog – Big Pig
Wise Beginning – Smart Start
Dog Shelter – Mutt Hut or Hound Pound
Chubby Kitty – Fat Cat
Stupid Fruit – Dumb Plum
Hinky Pinkies
Beautiful Town – Pretty City
Stainless Steel Pot – Metal Kettle
Bee’s Sweet Cash – Honey Money
Arachnid Juice – Spider Cider
Cat’s Gloves – Kitten’s Mittens
Comedian Rabbit – Funny Bunny
Frightening Tooth Goddess – Scary Fairy
Groovy Chimp – Funky Monkey
Goofy Female Horse – Silly Filly
Lunatic Flower – Crazy Daisy
Stinky Stomach – Smelly Belly

County Institute Day
Knowledge Rating Checklist

How Much Do I Know About These Words?
4 = I know this
word well. I
can explain it,
AND I can use
it.

ambidextrous
ambivalent
archbishop
archenemy
benefactor
beneficial
biography
biology
bicycle
companionship
contemporary
cyclone
deduct
deform
depend
divide
divorce
excel
excite
forewarned

3 = I know
something
about this
word, and I
can relate it to
a situation.

2 = I have seen
or heard this
word.

1 = What?! I do
not know this
word – is there
really such a
word?

County Institute Day
Knowledge Rating Checklist

How Much Do I Know About These Words?
4 = I know this
word well. I
can explain it,
AND I can use
it.

foreword
introduction
parameter
paranormal
relationship
scrupulous
superficial
superintendent
symmetry
system
temporal
ultrasonic
ultraviolet
validity
valor
various

3 = I know
something
about this
word, and I
can relate it to
a situation.

2 = I have seen
or heard this
word.

1 = What?! I do
not know this
word – is there
really such a
word?

The Human Continuum
(adapted from Rick Wormelli)

Preparation: Ideas for words that have
either a fairly neutral connotation, or that
have an abundance of synonyms and
antonyms.
1. Begin with a fairly neutral word, such
as “content.”
2. Have student brainstorm synonyms
and antonyms. (Whole class or small group)
3. Each person chooses one of the synonyms or antonyms and writes it on an index card or
piece of paper.
4. Using the neutral word as a mid-point,
mid point, students line up in order of relationship to the
neutral
tral word. There should be conversation to determine which word conveys the
closest meaning and which should be farther away from the neutral mid
mid-point.
5. Transfer/application comes in choosing precise vocabulary in speaking and writing.

Related Activity
Shades of Meaning
Preparation: Using a box of at least 64
crayons, remove labels or obscure color
name.
Prepare several sentences, leavin
leaving at least
one blank space for an adjective.
Lists of synonymous adjectives.
1. Have students work in small groups.
2. Give each group 8-10
10 crayons all in
the same color family (one group gets greens, one group gets red, etc.)
3. Have each group determine which color is the best fit for some predetermined items.
For example, which blue is the color of the summer sky? New blue
blue jeans? Old blue
jeans? Police uniform?
4. Discuss how they made the choices.
5. Give each group the prepared sentences, plus the lists of adjectives. Have them choose
the most precise word, based on the meaning of the sentence.

V

O

C

A

B

A

B

Wild Square

V

O

C

Great for a unit review! Students choose any twenty-five words from their
vocabulary lists, and write one word in each square of the VOCAB grid. (In order to
encourage a review of the terms and to avoid use of precious class time, have
students complete the grid as homework. [Luck is part of the game – did you chose
the same words the teacher will call?]) Read a definition for one of the
terms/words. Students mark off the matching word on the VOCAB grid. Continue
to move through the definitions as students match and mark out corresponding
words. The first student (students) to get five words in a row across, down or
diagonally stands and yells, “Vocab!” Before the fabulous gifts and prizes are

awarded, the likely winner must provide the term and the definition for each word
s/he has in her/his VOCAB row. Winners can earn tickets for a free homework
pass, time in the comfy chairs, first dibs on a popular classroom novel, etc.
Variations:
Use a smaller grid, maybe a 4x4 and the grid name could be
WORD!

W

O

R

D!

W

O

R

D!

V

ocabulary

S

lam

Eight graders LOVE this kind of sparring. It is a great
activity for a review or as the test nears.
Differentiation can be offered by allowing students
to have the vocabulary words and definitions in
front of them or not .
The teacher begins with one word from the unit and uses it definitively in a
sentence directed at a student. The word is speculate; teacher example, “I
speculate when John gets his vocabulary test back, he will have a perfect
score.” It is now John’s turn to select any word and “slam” another student.
John selects the word enamored; “Susan is enamored with peanut butter and
jelly sandwiches; she eats them everyday.” It is now Susan’s turn. Play may
return to the teacher.
Many students are overtly engaged because they have a word they really want
to use in a slam or a person they wish to slam…often the teacher! Other
students are quieter, but engaged nonetheless because they never know who
will be slammed next or which words will be used.
Mean-spirited slams are NOT ALLOWED!

Sample Word List (8th grade)

acrid

deluge

impunity

precipitous

ad infinitum

depict

judicious

preposterous

adage

detract

laborious

proximity

adherent

pugnacious

legendary

quandary

adjourn

dexterous

levity

ravage

admonish

diminutive

longevity

receptive

adroit

embroil

malign

rendezvous

adulterate

encroach

malinger

speculate

ambiguous

embody

maltreat

spurious

arbitrary

endow

momentous

subversive

comely

engross

nonentity

superfluous

comply

enmity

obstreperous

synopsis

congested

enormity

obtrusive

tedious

conventional

facetious

ominous

tenacious

convey

frivolous

pompous

tentative

denounce

heritage

porous

vitality

delude

imperative

posthumous

voracious
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Vocabulary Scattergories

This isn’t your typical Scattergories because you’re using your vocabulary words to play! So the Rules
Are These:
• Your answers all must start with the “letter of the round”
• At least 6 of your answers should have the vocabulary word start with the “letter of the round”
• You must use a vocabulary word in each blank.
• You can use a single word or a phrase no longer than 4 words long.
• More than one person can have the same answer, but it already has to be written down when the
timer stops (you cannot fill in missing answers when you hear a good one during the review portion).
Example Sheet Letter picked “R”
1. A frustrated person might: ravage their rooms
2. A bed can be described as: resting place for the weary
3. A camera can: reside around one’s neck
4. Baby equipment can: require bountiful space
5. ...…

Scattergories Practice Round

Scattergories List 1

Letter of the round:

Letter of the round:

1. In the winter it can be:

1. An unhappy person is _____________

2. Technology can be:
3. Movies are:
4. An oven is:

2. A kitchen can be _____________
3. Describe food:
4. A celebrity can be:
5. Describe your favorite book’s main
character__________
6. A kind phrase to say to someone_____________
7. Someone who is a rebel is _____________
8. Someone who always follows the rules is
_____________
9. A skyscraper can be described as _____________
10. School is _____________
11. Someone who is nice is ____________
12. Summer vacation is ___________
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Scattergories List 2
Letter of the round:
1. Birds can be _____________
2. Water is _____________
3. If something is cold it is _____________
4. A fruit is _____________
5. An red object might be _____________
6. Music sounds _____________
7. Holidays are _____________
8. A round object could be _____________
9. Clothing can be _____________
10. America is _____________
11. A cartoon character could be_____________
12. Items that are hot are _____________

Scattergories List 4

Scattergories List 3
Letter of the round:
1. Gifts can be _____________
2. Cities are _____________
3. If you are late you might _____________
4. Being in rural/country area can be
_____________
5. The living room is _____________
6. When playing sports, one might
_____________
7. An antagonist in a story might be
_____________
8. Trees are _____________
9. Lunch is _____________
10. When you run you might _____________
11. When you are hungry you might
_____________
12. A plant is _____________

Scattergories List 5

Letter of the round:

Letter of the round:

1. Acting childish _____________

1. To be old is to _____________

2. What kings do _____________

2. To be young is to _____________

3. A servant is _____________

3. To be is silly is to _____________

4. A noise can be _____________

4. To be serious is to _____________

5. To leave is to _____________

5. To be angry is to _____________

6. If one moves slowly s/he is _____________

6. To be excited is to _____________

7. If one moves quickly s/he is _____________

7. A fairy tale character is _____________

8. A metaphor can be _____________

8. An author is _____________

9. When one has a great deal they have
_____________

9. Desserts are _____________

10. To be calm is to be _____________
11. To wound someone is to _____________
12. To heal someone is to _____________

10. Singers can be _____________
11. Newspapers are_____________
12. Being in the car is _____________
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Scattergories List 6
Super English Round!

Letter of the round:

Scattergories Create Your Own List
Letter of the round:

1. When you personify something you
_____________
2. A hyperbole does this _____________
3. Imagery does this _____________
4. An example of a simile is _____________
5. When someone has hubris they are
_____________
6. Create an example of alliteration
_____________
7. When an author uses foreshadowing they
_____________
8. A literary foil is someone who _____________
9. Write a vocabulary pun _____________
10. A resolution does this _____________
11. A symbol can do this to readers
_____________
12. Provide an example of an understatement
_____________

Scattergories Create Your Own List
Letter of the round:

Scattergories Create Your Own List
Letter of the round:
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Cut out each letter individually and place in a hat/bowl/cup so that you can draw
a letter out for each round of Vocabulary Scattergories. You can check the index
of your vocabulary book, and, if there are any letters that do not often get used
for vocabulary words (like Q, X or Z), feel free to discard letters and possibly
substitute them with a repeat of a commonly used letter.

A
F
K
P
U
Z

B
G
L
Q
V

C
H
M
R
W

D
I
N
S
X

E
J
O
T
Y

